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Your Source for Water Control Gates
No matter what type of gates your project demands,
chances are excellent Hydro Gate has the right gates for
your specific application. Our product offering is vast and
can suit applications for a wide variety of industries.
Choose from cast iron slide or flap gates, fabricated slide
or flap gates, rectangular butterfly gates, stop logs,
wall thimbles, lifts and accessories.

Industries We Serve
Whether you need gates for flood control, wastewater
treatment, environmental water treatment, irrigation, dam
projects or hydroelectric plants, we can help. From standard
configurations to custom designs, Hydro Gate offers a wide
variety of water control gates as well as a full complement of
actuators to meet your specific application.

Service Well Beyond Shipment
Our services extend beyond manufacturing. Hydro Gate’s
experienced field service technicians can help you with
repair and refurbishment projects. If you have existing,
yet serviceable gates, we can perform a retrofit that will
extend their life and durability. 

Focus on Quality 
Hydro Gates expansive 90,000 square foot manufacturing
facility utilizes precision equipment that allows us to merge
time-tested gate design with cutting edge technology.
We offer large scale manufacturing capabilities with the
ability to produce cast iron gates up to 14' x 16' in size,
and fabricated gates up to and over 20' in width or height.

Pioneers in
Gate Design

With more than 100 years of experience in gate
design, Hydro Gate has built a long-standing
reputation of providing superior quality water
control gates for a variety of industries. Our
manufacturing expertise revolves around
making big, heavy-duty gates that are
100% custom-built to match specific
applications. 

Commitment to You…
Our Customer
At Hydro Gate, customer satisfaction is our top
priority. Bring your special requirements to our
engineers who have years of experience in gate
design. Our dedicated customer service staff is
accustomed to custom requests, because that is
what we do best. From your first contact through
final delivery, our team of engineers and service
experts are here to make sure you have the right
gates to suit your needs. 

HydroGate
3888 E. 45th Ave.
#120
Denver, CO 80216
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Applications

� Diversion of Water for Irrigation

� On Top of Dams to Increase
Reservoir Capacity

� In Spillways or in Drainage Canals
to Maintain Water Elevations

� In other Locations Where Wide,
Clear Waterway Openings are
Necessary and Where Economical
Control of Water is Important

Description
Hydro Gate’s standard radial gate is designed for a wide, clear
waterway opening. A radial (or taintor) gate acts similar to a
section of a drum. Pressure is transferred from the curved face
through the horizontal support beams to the radial arms at the
sides of the opening. The arms act as columns and transfer
thrust to a common bearing located on either side of the gate
opening. Flow is underneath the curved face as the gate is
opened. This design results in a lightweight, economical gate
that can be opened and closed with minimum effort and with
comparatively small number of turns of the handwheel on the
hoist.

Hydro Gate radial gates are made for two types of installations.
The first, and most commonly used, is an overflow type. This
gate is designed for 1 ft of water flowing over the top of the
gate when the gate is closed. Adequate safety factors prevent
damage to the gate if there is a moderate, additional overflow
beyond that limit for a short period of time.

The second type employs the use of a breastwall. This is a
vertical concrete wall above the top of the gate opening that
results in additional storage capacity in front of the gate. Most
radial gates are raise-to-open type, a variation is the lower-to-
open type. This requires a weir wall for mounting a seal that
must make contact with the curved face plate. Silt and debris
entrapment is a problem with this arrangement.

Construction
Gate Face
The standard radial gate face is constructed by using horizontal
structural members and a curved face plate. The curved steel
face plate is 1/4 in. minimum thickness.

The face plate is attached to the horizontal structural members
by welding. Sufficient holes are located around the perimeter
of the assembly for attaching the seals.

Horizontal Support Beams
Horizontal face support beams are made from structural steel
channels. These beams vary in size with the width of the gate
and maximum head of water. They also vary in quantity and
spacing with the height of the gate. Welded to the end of each
channel is a heavy steel gusset with holes punched to receive
the side arms. These support beams are normally painted.
They can be hot-dip galvanized for additional corrosion
protection.

Radial
(Taintor) Gates

Radial Gate Fabrication
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Radial Arms and Pin Plate
Radial arms are fabricated from structural steel angles, with
larger and thicker angles being used as the gate height
increases. Each angle acts as a column in transmitting the load
from the face support channel to the pin plate. The forward or
upstream end of each angle is punched with holes to match
those in the gusset plate. The back end of each angle
terminates at a common pin plate in a fan-like arrangement.
This steel pin plate is made thicker as the gate height, width,
and head increase. A steel collar is welded to the pin plate to
form a hub to receive the pin. The hub and pin are cross
drilled to hold the gate pin in position. The pin is removable to
facilitate installation of the gate. The entire assembly is
painted, or it can be hot-dip galvanized along with the face
support beams.

Bearing and Pin Assembly Drawing 
Pin bearings are a heavy cast iron housing and are bored to
receive the pin. Bearings are supplied with “fins” to firmly
anchor them and distribute the total thrust to the concrete. Pin
bearings may be aligned and supported in the forms and
concrete poured around them, or a recess can be formed at the
proper location in the side walls and the bearings can be
grouted in place after the gate is installed. Removable cold-
rolled steel pins of the proper diameter are supplied to
transmit the thrust on the gate to the pin bearings. The pin
bearing is located high and downstream out of the water and
requires no lubrication.

Seals
Side Seals
Side seals on both the overflow and
breastwall gates are made from neoprene.
The standard side seal is a J-seal bolted to
the edge of the face plate and is held in
place by a steel retainer bar. The side seal
is adjusted to compress against the side
rubbing plate to form a watertight seal. 

Bottom Seal
The bottom seal is also a J-seal that is
attached to the gate by bolting. As the
gate closes, its weight causes a slight
deflection in the seal as it contacts the
invert of the opening. This flexibility
allows the bottom seal to compensate for
slight irregularities in the concrete floor.
However, if the floor is out of level by

more than 1/8 in., the seal will not compensate for this much
difference and excessive leakage will result. To minimize this
possible discrepancy in construction, an adjustable sill as
described in this section is recommended.

Top Seal
The top seal on a breastwall-type radial gate is made by
attaching a flat section of rubber to the underneath side of the
breastwall. An angle attached along the top front face of the
gate projects toward the breastwall and forms the other portion
of the seal. As the gate is closed, the protruding leg on the
angle makes contact with the rubber projecting from the
breastwall and seals the space along the top of the opening.
The hoist ropes pass through a slit in the seal, allowing some
leakage.
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Construction continued

Overflow radial gate installation



Manually operated radial gate hoist.
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Adjustable Sill and Side Rubbing Plates
To improve the operation and water-tightness of a radial gate,
adjustable side rubbing plates and an adjustable bottom sill are
recommended. These plates are available in stainless steel or
galvanized steel.

During construction, a recess is left at the sides and bottom of
the gate opening where the adjustable rubbing plates and the
bottom sill are to be mounted. Anchor bolts are set in the
forms and extend into the recesses. Projection of these anchors
is less than the depth of the recess.

When forms are stripped, the adjustable plates are installed on
the projecting anchors. By use of double nuts on each anchor,
the side rubbing plates and bottom sill can be properly aligned.
Side rubbing plates are adjusted with the gate closed to obtain
a good seal fit and compression. Side seals and side rubbing
plates should be adjusted so that a slight wedge-shaped
opening is formed to reduce seal drag and wear as the gate
opens. The bottom sill plate must be flat across its entire
width, in good contact with the bottom gate seal, and as flush
as possible with the invert.

As an alignment check, the gate should operate to ensure that
proper contact is being made with the rubber seals on the gate.
All plates are then grouted in to complete the gate installation.
The drawings on page 5 show details of adjustable side rubbing
plates and of the adjustable bottom sill.

Side Seals
Another type of side seal available is the flat type. This is a more
economical seal due to the fact that side rubbing plates are not
required. It can be used for retrofitting gates in existing
structures where cutting and chipping of concrete for placement
of rubbing plates is not desired. The walls must be parallel, flat
and perpendicular to the invert within the compliance of the flat
seal. Leakage control provided by flat-type seals may not be as
good as leakage control provided by J-seals and rubbing plates.

Hoist
The hoist consists of a worm gear arrangement with double
drums for winding two cables simultaneously. The individual
cables run from each drum to the bottom corners of the gate
face.

The hoist gear box consists of a worm and worm gear totally
enclosed in a cast iron housing. The housing attaches to a
bracket, which in turn anchors to the top of the wall or a
support beam. The drum shaft is a fabrication consisting of the
drum tube spanning the opening and flanges for the rope and
stub shafts at each end. One end is supported on a pillow
block, the other by the gear box and bulkhead bearing. The
worm is attached to a vertical shaft extending out of the gear
box and is supplied with a handwheel. A typical hoist
installation is shown below.

Motor Operation
Hydro Gate hoists can be motorized using an electric valve
actuator attached to the top of the hoist to drive its vertical
input shaft. The unit also includes an electric motor; reversing
controller; push-button stations for raise, stop and lower; two
indicating lights; geared limit switches; torque switches; and
handwheel for emergency operation.

Automatic Operation
A hoist with an electrically operated lift mechanism can be
equipped for automatic operation of the radial gate by use of
logic controls to control flow and level, or to interface with
other process controls.
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Figure 7-1
Radial Gate — Front View

Figure 7-2
Radial Gate — Overflow Type

Radial Gate Drawings
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Figure 7-3
Radial Gate — Breastwall Type

Figure 7-4
Radial Gate Hoist

Radial Gate Drawings continued
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Specifications For
Radial (Taintor) Gates

General
Gates, hoist, and accessories shall be of the size, material, and
construction shown on the manufacturer’s drawings and
specified herein. They shall be Hydro Gate overflow-type or
breastwall-type radial gates or approved equal. Similar
installations shall have operated successfully for ten years or
more. All component parts shall be of the type material shown
in the “Materials” section of the specification. An installation
list showing five similar projects will be required.

Design
Overflow-type gates shall be designed to withstand a water
depth of 1 ft greater than the vertical height of the gate. The
breastwall-type gate shall be designed to withstand a water
depth of 10 ft on the invert. Maximum face deflection shall be
1/360 of the width.

Design loads placed on the structural reinforcing channels
shall not induce stresses in excess of those specified in Section
1.5.1.4 of AISC specification for structural steel building. The
slenderness ratio of the radial arms shall not exceed 200. The
curved face plate shall be 1/4 in. minimum.

Gate Face Assembly Drawing 
The face assembly shall consist of horizontal structural
members and a curved face plate. Horizontal structural
members shall be of adequate size and correctly located to
transmit the thrust from the face of the gate to the radial arms.
The steel face plate shall be attached to the structures by
welding. Sufficient holes shall be located around the perimeter
of the assembly for attaching the seals.

The side seals and the top seal for breastwall-type gates shall
be flat rubber held in place by steel retainer. The bottom seal
shall be rubber of the hollow J-seal type.

Radial Arms
The radial arm assemblies shall consist of structural angles
welded to a pin plate and punched to match gusset plates
welded to the horizontal structural members of the face
assembly. Bolts for field assembly shall be provided.

The steel pin plate shall transmit the load from the radial arms
to the pivot pin. A steel collar shall be welded to the pin plate
to distribute the bearing load on the pin. It shall be match
drilled with the pin.

Pins and Pin Bearings
The cold-rolled steel pivot pins shall be sized to transmit the
load to the pin bearings. They shall be bolted to the pin plate
collar for field assembly.

The cast iron pin bearings shall extend into the concrete and
have sufficient surface to properly distribute the full load to
the structure. The bearing shall be bored full length for a
running fit with the pivot pin.

Welding
Manual welding operators performing welding operations on
these gates or accessories shall be qualified either under
Section 9, Part A, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, or under the Standard Qualification Procedure of the
American Welding Society. All welds shall have complete
fusion with the base metal and shall be free from cracks,
oxides, slag inclusions and gas pockets.

Radial Gate Hoist
The hoist shall consist of a hoist base, gears, cable drums,
drumshaft, cables, bearing base, and handwheel to operate the
radial gate. 

Gears shall be cast iron or steel, accurately machined with cut
teeth, smooth running with suitable shafts of cold-rolled steel.
The cast iron housing shall be machined to receive all shafting
and shall hold gears in alignment without binding. All gearing
and shafting shall be suitable for auxiliary motor operation.

The hoist shall be furnished with cold-rolled steel drum shaft
and two fabricated drums manufactured from pipe. Each drum
will have an inner and outer flange to aid in guiding the wire
rope. Stainless steel cables and clamps shall be furnished for
field connection of the cables to the bottom corners of the
gate.

The design of the hoist mechanism shall be such that the radial
gate can be operated with no more than 40-lb effort of the 30-
in. diameter cast iron handwheel.  The direction of rotation to
open the gate shall be cast on the handwheel rim.

Anchor bolts shall be provided to attach the hoist and bearing
base to the concrete.

When the hoist is to be motorized, the handwheel shall be
omitted. The input shaft of the hoist shall be furnished with a
key and keyway to attach the electrically operated unit.
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Gate Schedule
Quantity Gate Size Gate Operating Head Type of
Required (In.) Type (Ft) Hoist Remarks

Fasteners
All anchor bolts, assembly bolts, screws, nuts, etc., shall be of
ample size to safely withstand the forces created by operation
of the gate under the specified head. Quantity and size of
fasteners shall be as recommended by the manufacturer.
Anchor bolts shall be provided with two nuts each to facilitate
installation.

Painting
All structurals and other exposed carbon steel surfaces shall be
given one coat of manufacturer’s standard paint. The hoist shall
be given one coat of machinery enamel.

Drawings for Approval
Drawings showing the dimensions and details required to
locate and install the component assemblies shall be submitted
for the engineer’s approval before fabrication and shall be
certified by a registered professional engineer.

Materials
Materials shall conform to the requirements of the following
standards:

Hot-Rolled Steel (Plates, Structurals, Flat Bars)
ASTM A36 or A306, Grade 60

Cold-Rolled Steel (Shafting and Pins)
ASTM A108, Grade 1045

Stainless Steel (Fasteners)
ASTM F593 or F594 Group 1

Cast Iron
ASTM A126, Class B

Rubber
ASTM D2000, Grade 1AA625

Stainless Steel
ASTM A167 or A240, Type 304L



Representative Territories Listed by State

ALABAMA
Eco Tech, Inc.
Phone: 770-345-2118

ALASKA
Beaver Equipment
Phone: 425-398-8082

ARIZONA
C. R. Raleigh & Assoc.
Phone: 623-972-9238

ARKANSAS
H*E Engineered Equip.
Phone: 918-251-2121

CALIFORNIA
Southwest Valve &
Equipment (Southern)
Phone: 714-832-1090
Southwest Valve LLC
(Northern)
Phone: 559-322-4715

COLORADO
Pipestone Industrial Co.
Phone: 303-771-2300

CONNECTICUT
Atlantic Fluid Tech. Assoc.
Phone: 508-755-0440

DELAWARE
John B. Atherholt, Inc.
Phone: 610-828-4140

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
John B. Atherholt, Inc.
Phone: 610-828-4140

FLORIDA
Eco Tech, Inc. (Panhandle)
Phone: 770-345-2118
TSC Jacobs
Phone: 813-888-5556

GEORGIA
Eco Tech, Inc.
Phone: 770-345-2118

HAWAII
CBC , Inc.
Phone: 808-263-8838

IDAHO
W-Cubed, Inc. (Eastern)
Phone: 801-466-3819
Beaver Equipment
Specialty Co. (Western)
Phone: 425-398-8082

ILLINOIS
HPCO-Rich Brodhead
(Northern)
Phone: 630-844-4034
Van Devanter Engineering
Co. (Southern)
Phone: 636-436-8880

INDIANA
Colley & Associates
Phone: 317-254-1001

INTERNATIONAL
Stealth Valve & Controls, Ltd
(Canada)
Phone: 905-845-4500
Construction Products Int’l
(Middle East & Caribbean)
Phone: 281-362-0155
URBACA
(Mexico - Northern & Western)
Phone: 011-52-664-686-0699
Vanderbeken Americas
(Mexico - Eastern & Southern)
Phone: 011-52-818-400-7849

IOWA
Bert Gurney & Associates, Inc.
Phone: 402-551-7995

KANSAS
Mid-America Valve
Phone: 913-642-2442

KENTUCKY
BissNuss, Inc. (Eastern)
Phone: 513-860-1630
Van Devanter Engineering
Co., Inc. (Western)
Phone: 636-343-8880

LOUISANA
Gulf States Engineering Co.
Phone: 504-243-5500

MAINE
Atlantic Fluid
Technology Assoc.
Phone: 508-755-0440

MARYLAND
John B. Atherholt, Inc.
Phone: 610-828-4140
BissNuss, Inc. (Northwest)
Phone: 412-221-1200

MASSACHUSETTS
Atlantic Fluid
Technology Associates
Phone: 508-755-0440

MICHIGAN
Peterson & Matz
Phone: 248-476-3204 
Peterson & Matz
(Upper Peninsula)
Phone: 715-355-1436 

MINNESOTA
Plant & Flanged
Equipment Co.
Phone: 763-792-3870

MISSISSIPPI
Gulf States Engineering Co.
Phone: 504-243-5500

MISSOURI
Mid-America Valve (Western)
Phone: 913-642-2442
Van Devanter Engineering Co.
(Eastern)
Phone: 636-343-8880

MONTANA
M.E.T. Valves
Phone: 406-586-2470

NEBRASKA
Bert Gurney &
Associates, Inc.
Phone: 402-551-7995

NEVADA
Southwest Valve &
Equipment (Southern)
Phone: 714-832-1090
Southwest Valve LLC
(Northern)
Phone: 559-322-4715

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Atlantic Fluid
Technology Associates
Phone: 508-755-0440

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic Fluid Technology
Associates (Northern)
Phone: 508-755-0440
John B. Atherholt, Inc.
(Southern)
Phone: 610-828-4140

NEW MEXICO
Pipestone Industrial
Company
Phone: 303-771-2300

NEW YORK
Atlantic Fluid Technology
Associates (Southeast)
Phone: 508-755-0440
J.L. Moore, Inc.
Phone: 716-655-3433

NORTH CAROLINA
EW2 Environmental
Phone: 704-542-2444

NORTH DAKOTA
Plant & Flanged
Equipment Co.
Phone: 763-792-3870

OHIO
BissNuss, Inc. (South)
Phone: 513-860-1630
BissNuss, Inc. (East)
Phone: 412-221-1200
BissNuss, Inc. (North)
Phone: 440-871-8394

OKLAHOMA
H*E Engineered Equip. Co.
Phone: 918-251-2121

OREGON
Beaver Equipment
Phone: 503-631-8905

PENNSYLVANIA
BissNuss, Inc. (Western)
Phone: 412-221-1200
John B. Atherholt, Inc.
(Eastern)
Phone: 610-828-4140

RHODE ISLAND
Atlantic Fluid
Technology Assoc.
Phone: 508-755-0440

SOUTH CAROLINA
EW2 Environmental
Phone: 704-542-2444

SOUTH DAKOTA
Plant & Flanged
Equipment Co.
Phone: 763-792-3870

TENNESSEE
Eco Tech, Inc.
Phone: 770-345-2118

TEXAS
Hartwell Environmental
Corp. (Central
and North)
Phone: 281-351-8501
Pipestone Industrial
Co., Inc. (Western Edge)
Phone: 303-771-2300

UTAH
W-Cubed, Inc.
Phone: 801-466-3819

VERMONT
Atlantic Fluid
Technology Assoc.
Phone: 508-755-0440

VIRGINIA
Engineered Systems &
Products (Southern)
Phone: 804-271-7200
John B. Atherholt, Inc.
(Northern)
Phone: 610-828-4140

WASHINGTON
Beaver Equip.
Specialty Co., Inc.
Phone: 425-398-8082

WEST VIRGINIA
BissNuss, Inc.
(Southern)
Phone: 304-346-7532
BissNuss, Inc.
(Northern)
Phone: 412-221-1200

WISCONSIN
Peterson & Matz
(eastern)
Phone: 715-355-1436
Plant & Flanged
Equipment Co.
(Western)
Phone: 763-792-3870

WYOMING
Pipestone Industrial
Co., Inc.
Phone: 303-771-2300

CIVIL REPRESENTATIVE
States: AL, AZ, GA, KY,
LA, TN
Hydro Con, Inc.
Phone: 901-755-8806

HydroGate
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Toll Free 800-678-8228
303-287-8531 (fax)
www.hydrogate.com
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Hydro Gate
Your Source for Water
Control Gates

Our mission is to be 
the leading water 
control gate 
manufacturer in 
the world, 
through continuous 
development of 
an organization 
which promotes 
extraordinary customer
service, superior 
engineering, quality
products and 
on-time delivery.


